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Foresight. – Its aim is to detect emerging technologies
in the form of weak signals and to anticipate. It applies
text mining with the purpose of extracting patterns and
technological tendencies. It generates an output in the
form of a Technology Roadmaps.

1. T.F. M. Research Group 

The competence of T.F.M. is the processing and analysis of technological data, applied
to the detection, assessment and incorporation of new technologies in the industry.

Technology Management; Tech-mining; Technology maps; Foresight; Roadmaps;
Knowledge management; Innovation; Competitive Intelligence

Our research lines are the following:
Technology. – It applies tech-mining to the analysis of the scientific-
technological Information. Its objective is to know the state of the
technology for which large amounts of technological information are
identified, recovered and dealt with. This information is statistically
analyzed and visualized using Technological Maps.

Technology Management. – Intelligence to support company decisions. Development 
of Advanced Competitive Intelligent Systems based in technological intelligence. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
As we are engineers, we are obsessed with technology, its detection, its analysis and study, as well as the most profitable moment in which this technology must be incorporated into the company.Thus, it seeks to promote technological change by reducing the risk associated with it.We work in…..



1. Scope and objective 

Industry 4.0 
is generating an unprecedented revolution in the 

manufacturing sector

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Decision-making must be decentralized and productive systems should have the ability to make basic decisions and become as autonomous as possible.Our focus is: Understanding…….



1. Scope and objective 

The application of 
automatic learning 
methods defined by 
Alpaydin (2014) to 

industrial production 
will be one of the pillars 

of the new revolution

the new industrial 
revolution is understood 
as the incorporation of 
fundamentally digital 

technologies conductive 
to achieving the smart 

factory. (OECD)

Understanding the keys to the development of the 
machine learning discipline makes it possible to 
understand the transfer process from algorithm 

development in the laboratory to machine programming 
in industry

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Decision-making must be decentralized and productive systems should have the ability to make basic decisions and become as autonomous as possible.Our focus is: Understanding…….



This article provides a retrospective and an understanding of the
development of automatic learning methods

The beginnings are visualized as a discipline within Computer Sciences
in the subcategory of Artificial Intelligence, its development and the
current transfer of knowledge to other areas of Engineering and its
industrial applications.

Finally, we look for making technology transfer to industry visible

1. Scope and objective 

Using Bibliometrics
text-mining methods,
natural language processing
and network theory

How? For? 
Define the stages
of development,
growth and
maturity
of the discipline
Machine learning



The Machine learning and applications (MLAA) data set has been obtained by
retrieving the articles, conference proceedings and book chapters published
from 1986 to 2017 from Web of Science, core collection.

The concepts (“Machine learning”) AND (Application*) have been searched in
the fields Title, Abstract, Author Keywords and Keywords plus, detecting 14805
records that were downloaded in their full record format.

2. Methodology  

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
terms defined by the author themself, as they are usually ahead of the thesaurus classifications of the journals themselves+ Terms  extracted from the abstract and title fields is also added, it produces a good data set of terms that define the discipline. 



2. Methodology  

The 14 805 records were
imported in a software for

tech-mining Vantage-point.  

Cleaning Step
Eliminate duplicates

Group same authors, same
Institutions… using fuzzy

algoritms and create thesaurus

Natural Lenguaje Processing
Extract Keywords from the fields

First Year of appearance
highlighting the evolution of the discipline

Tecnological
Profile

Quantitative data: 

Main authors

More cited articles

Main Institutions

Create Sub-data sets 

Autocorrelation maps of the Web of 
Science categories field

Network analysis

Visualizations
Vos Viewer

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Aplicamos el análisis de redes para comprender como se han relacionado los artículos y sus categorías del WOS durante cada período 



3. Technological Profile  

Number of Total Publications by year



Nº Records Countries Nº Records Countries
4270 USA 446Japan
2002 China 302Brazil
1124 UK 266South Korea

914Germany 262Switzerland
820 India 249Poland
649Spain 234Taiwan
593Canada 221Greece
580 Italy 219Netherlands
529France 203Turkey
512Australia 196Singapore

20 Main
Contributor
Countries



20 Main Institutions and its publication years

3. Technological Profile  



Highly cited articles 3. Technological Profile   

Times Cited Authors Keywords Plus Author Affiliations Countries Publication 
Lin, Chih-Jen ALGORITHMS

Chang, Chih-Chung WORKING SET SELECTION
Anderson, RP GENERALIZED ADDITIVE-MODELS AT&T Labs Res
Schapire, RE OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVES CUNY City Coll

NICHE Amer Museum Nat Hist
SPATIAL PREDICTION

BIODIVERSITY INFORMATICS
Elith, J HABITAT-SUITABILITY Univ Melbourne USA

Dudik, M BIODIVERSITY SUNY Stony Brook Canada
Phillips, SJ PLANT Univ Sao Paulo Switzerland
Guisan, A SPATIAL PREDICTION Princeton Univ Mexico
Ferrier, S DISTRIBUTION MODELS AT&T Labs Res Australia

Gabriel, Stacey B GENOME HARVARD UNIV
DePristo, Mark A ACCURACY Brigham & Womens Hosp

del Angel, Guillermo HUMAN EXOMES Broad Inst Harvard & MIT
Altshuler, David POPULATION-SCALE Massachusetts Gen Hosp

Cibulskis, Kristian QUALITY SCORES
Belkin, M
Niyogi, P
Jones, M
Viola, P

Wunsch, D NEURAL-NETWORKS Univ Missouri
COMPONENT ANALYSIS
K-MEANS ALGORITHM

PATTERN-RECOGNITION
HIDDEN MARKOV-MODELS

20063476

3207 USA 2011

4823

Phillips, SJ
Princeton Univ

2011

USA 2006

10390 Natl Taiwan Univ Taiwan

2738 DATA REPRESENTATION Univ Chicago USA 2003

2591 VISUAL-ATTENTION Mitsubishi Elect Res Labs USA 2001

1941 USA 2005
Xu, R

A  total of fifteen publications account for 49.54% of all citations. 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Of the remaining fourteen, twelve are led and/or co-authored by the United States but we have to wait until 2007 to see highly cited pubThe terms defined by the authors in the fifteen most cited articles of the analyzed discipline are as follows: NEURAL NETWORKS, TEXT CATEGORIZATION, SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES, LANDSCAPE, MODELS, SPECIES DISTRIBUTION, GENE-EXPRESSION DATA, NEURAL-NETWORKS, COMPONENT ANALYSIS, K-MEANS ALGORITHM, PATTERN-RECOGNITION, HIDDEN MARKOV-MODELSAll highly cited articles belong to the WOS Computer Sciences Artificial Intelligence or Computer Sciences Information Systems Categorylications led by other countries such as Spain, China and Taiwan. 



4. Topic characterization 

Text mining techniques allow us to apply text classification to solve the 
categorization problems of a discipline

keywords defined by the 
authors themselves: the 

terms which better fit to their 
article 

Keywords extracted from 
phrases identified in the title 

and abstract fields

Cleaned using fuzzy filters 

22181 terms are available

discarding the terms which frequency 
of appearance is less than 3 

2612  Field characterization terms



machine learning. [1 of 4236]
expert system [1 of 46]
knowledge acquisition [1 of 38]
KNOWLEDGE BASE [1 of 14]

1990 (4) 1997 (32)
Landslide [5 of 5]
Precision medicine [5 of 5]
Age prediction [3 of 3]
crowd-sourcing [3 of 3]
Dempster-Shafer theory [3 of 3]
DNN [3 of 3]
radiogenomics [3 of 3]
RNN [3 of 3]
self-optimizing [3 of 3]
Source Code Metrics [3 of 3]
Time series data [3 of 3]

2017 (11)2009 (203)
data mining [2 of 515]
intelligent manufacturing systems [2 of 4]
regression [1 of 72]
graph theory [1 of 14]
fuzzy clustering [1 of 12]
Fuzzy system [1 of 10]
Neural Net [1 of 9]
applications of machine learning [1 of 7]
Semantics models [1 of 4]
Bayesian classification [1 of 3]

Data extraction [3 of 6]
Instance selection [2 of 12]
k-means algorithm [2 of 6]
Social media [2 of 33]
fuzzy set theory [2 of 5]
CUDA [2 of 7]
Natural language processing (NLP) [2 
of 5]
Facial expression [2 of 11]
Facial Recognition [2 of 6]

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
As shown in Figure 2, most of the terms are used for the first time between 1997 and 2017, with a peak generation of 203 new terms in 2009, after which time the generation of new terms stagnated and began to decline in 2014.However, the number of records that include these terms has grown since 2000 and in 2016 the maximum of the series is published, at 2356 records.
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As shown in Figure 2, most of the terms are used for the first time between 1997 and 2017, with a peak generation of 203 new terms in 2009, after which time the generation of new terms stagnated and began to decline in 2014.However, the number of records that include these terms has grown since 2000 and in 2016 the maximum of the series is published, at 2356 records.



4. Network analysis   

Once the subdata are created, they are studied using network theory. 
The aim is to understand how science has been developed. We analyse the scientific fields 
present in data by exploiting the categories assigned by the Web of Science (WOS) to 

publications (papers, proceedings or book chapters) of Leydersdoff (2013). 

All books and journals 
included in the Web of 
Science Core Collection, 
the leading provider of 
scientific and technological 
publications, which includes 
references to leading 
scientific publications in any 
discipline of knowledge 
since 1945, are assigned at 
least one of the 242 subject 
categories predefined by 
Clarivate Analytics. This 
makes it possible to 
determine the scientific 
classification of the 
document

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Se realizan matrices de autocorrelación de WSC con WSC tomando como medida el número de registros que comparten categoría.   La correlación se realiza con el coseno de salton 



A Network composed of nodes, WOS categories, which are connected by edges. The strength of the line represents the 
number of records in the line

1990-1997,
This is a relatively low number and, the main collaborations are carried out between 
the same scientific field; Computer Sciences Artificial, C.S. information, C. S. 
interdisciplinary, CS Cybernetics, although there are tenuous connections with 
Information Sciences, Automation Control systems and Electrical Engineering

1990-1997
Records 282
Research areas 47
Web of science categories 78
Nodes 78
Edges 181



1998-2009, network grows and doubles the number of nodes, WOS Categories , reaching 
162. The records are 3345, so that more connections and edges are generated (826). 
Computer Sciences Artificial Intelligence is connected  to Medical, Bioinformatics, 
Biotechnology, Imaging Science photographic, Business Finance, Neuroscience, 
Biochemical Research methods,… We can define it as a GROWTH  STAGE. Keywords at 
this time include terms such as: supervised learning; Bayesian decision theory; 
parametric, semi-parametric, and nonparametric methods; multivariate analysis; hidden 
Markov models; reinforcement learning; kernel machines; graphical models; Bayesian 
estimation; and statistical testing.

1998-2009
Records 3345
Research areas 103
Web of science categories 162
Nodes 162
Edges 826



2010-2017, the network has become too extensive. 10584 records are
generated and 215 nodes and 1120 edges. The area expands to almost all WOS
categories (215/242). Areas of major applicability such as Industrial aplications:
Engineering Industrial, Engineering Biomedical, Engineering electrical,
Mathematics applied, Engineering Mechanical…

2010-2017
Records 10584
Research areas 135
Web of science categories 215
Nodes 215
Edges 1120



Conclusions &
Future work in 

Technology  

The application of text mining techniques 
combined with visualizations allows us to 
understand and interpret the evolution of 
a scientific discipline.

Machine learning was born in the heart of 
Computer Sciences as a subdiscipline of 
Artificial Intelligence and has few links with 
other areas. From 1998 to 2009 it began to 
grow and branch out, connecting other areas 
of CS. From 2010 to 2017 we can see how 
the CS category branches out, goes beyond 
its own scope and expands into areas of 
applied techniques.

In the future, WOS data will be combined 
with patent databases and the flows 
generated through the non-patent 
literature collected in the industrial property 
registers will be analyzed.
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